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Abstract. The distinction between sciences is becoming increasingly
more artificial – an approach from one area can be easily applied to the
other. More exciting research nowadays is happening perhaps at the in-
terfaces of disciplines like Physics, Mathematics and Computer Science.
How do these interfaces emerge and interact? For instance, is there a
specific pattern in which these fields cite each other? In this article, we
investigate a collection of more than 1.2 million papers from three differ-
ent scientific disciplines – Physics, Mathematics, and Computer Science.
We show how over a timescale the citation patterns from the core sci-
ence fields (Physics, Mathematics) to the applied and fast-growing field
of Computer Science have drastically increased. Further, we observe how
certain subfields in these disciplines are shrinking while others are be-
coming tremendously popular. For instance, an intriguing observation is
that citations from Mathematics to the subfield of machine learning in
Computer Science in recent times are exponentially increasing.
Keywords: Interdisciplinarity · Computer Science ·Mathematics · Tem-
poral Bucket Signatures.
1 Introduction
Science is built upon previous knowledge, which spans over ideas and concepts
drawn from multiple disciplines. The availability of scientific literature from dif-
ferent disciplines of research is vastly expanding due to the advancement in the
Internet infrastructure. Several recent studies show how these disciplines inter-
act with each other. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD, 1998) [2,1] defines three classes of research based on several levels of in-
teractions among disciplines: (i) multidisciplinary, (ii) interdisciplinary, and (iii)
transdisciplinary research. In multidisciplinary research paradigm, researchers
from different fields collaborate together, but each of them confines their research
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Table 1. Dataset description.
Sl. No Fields # papers # subfields
1 Computer Science 1,41,662 40
2 Mathematics 2,84,540 33
3 Physics 8,04,360 50
Table 2. Filtered datasets.
Time period # papers per field
MA PHY CS
B1 (1995-1999) 726 7553 86
B2 (2000-2004) 2452 13912 104
B3 (2005-2009) 5913 19748 648
B4 (2010-2014) 5535 12609 4006
B5 (2015-2017) 10449 29896 3186
to their disciplinary boundaries and exploit their own domain knowledge to ad-
dress the problem. In contrast, in interdisciplinary research, researchers integrate
concepts of different fields to solve their domain problems. The transdisciplinary
research adds another dimension in which researchers create an intellectual group
beyond their field.
The current work focuses on interdisciplinary research. The main objective
of interdisciplinary research is to improve fundamental approaches or to solve
problems whose solutions are not in the scope of a single field of research prac-
tice [3]. Interdisciplinary research is a common practice in science since early
decades. Recent studies show how science is becoming highly interdisciplinary
in the last few decades [1]. This work presents a thorough analysis of citation
interactions to demonstrate interdisciplinarity among scientific disciplines. Ci-
tation interactions are represented by bibliographic relations such as “who cites
whom”, “when one cites other”, etc. We focus on “who cites whom” relationships
to quantify interdisciplinarity. Here, “who” represents citing field and “whom”
refers to cited field. As a case study, for the first time, we conduct empirical
experiments on three research fields Computer Science (CS), Physics (PHY ),
and Mathematics (MA) as these fields are closely interacting among themselves
and exchanging their domain knowledge to address critical problems within their
domains. Overall, the main objectives of this work are twofold:
1. Investigating patterns of citations across research fields.
2. Thorough analysis of citation interactions leading to the interdisciplinarity
of research fields.
2 Datasets
We crawled arXiv3, one of the well-known pre-print repositories and collected
all the research articles — metadata as well as LATEX source code — submitted
between 1990–2017. It contains more than 1.2 million articles published in nine
major fields. Each research field is further sub-divided into several subfields.
For our experiments, we select the three major fields – Computer Science (CS),
Mathematics (MA), and Physics (PHY ). The total number of papers in each
field and the respective number of subfields is noted in Table 1. Next, the citation
network among papers is constructed by parsing the references present in “.bbl”
files. For each candidate paper, we only extract those referenced papers that are
3 www.arxiv.org
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available in arXiv by matching title string. In our experiments, we consider only
those papers which have at least five extracted references.
3 Empirical analysis
We conduct an in-depth temporal analysis of citation interactions among the
three disciplines. We group citation interactions into multiple buckets based on
the publication year of the citing paper. We report results for bucket size of five
years4. We, divide the entire dataset (see Table 2) into five buckets (i) B1 (1995–
1999), (ii) B2 (2000–2004), (iii) B3 (2005–2009), (iv) B4 (2010–2014), and (v)
B5 (2015–2017). The total number of papers belonging to each time period, and
each major field are noted in Table 2. Citations gained from articles published
within the same field are termed as self-field citations. Incoming citations from
other fields are termed as non self-field citations. We observe, empirically, that
the proportion of self-field citations is significantly higher than non self-field
citations. We, therefore, study citation interactions at two levels – (i) field and
(ii) subfield level. Subfield level citation interactions present a more in-depth
understanding of the interdisciplinary nature across these fields.
Sankey diagram is a graphical representation of flow from left to right in
which width of the link is proportional to the amount of flow. In Figure 1, we
have shown the citation flow among CS, MA and PHY . The leftmost nodes are
represented as the source and the rightmost nodes are represented as the target.
In our case, leftmost nodes are denoted as “citer” field and rightmost nodes are
denoted as “cited” field. The link between source to target denotes the citation
flow from the citer field to the cited field.
Observations: Figure 1 shows citation flow among three fields. The temporal
study uncovers several interesting observations. During initial time-periods, CS
was poorly cited by the other two fields (with no citation from MA and PHY
in B1). All of the non self-field citations from PHY went to MA and vice-
versa. However, in later time-periods, CS started receiving attention from both
PHY and MA. It is also clearly evident that in the initial time-periods, PHY
was more cited by CS than MA, however, the trends are reversed in the later
time-periods. Note that, here, we do not consider the flow of self-field citations.
We observe similar self-field citation flow trends for each field. We next discuss
bucket-wise observations:
B1 (1995–1999): During this time-period, MA entirely cites PHY and vice-
versa. We do not observe in-/outflow of citations to/from CS.
B2 (2000–2004): During this time-period, a marginal number of citations flow
to CS from PHY . MA, still, only cites PHY . Here, we do not observe outflow
of citations from CS.
B3 (2005–2009): During this time-period, CS has started citing both the other
fields; CS seems to have been drawing more ideas from PHY than MA in this
4 Our results hold for other bucket sizes also. As, papers between 1990–1995 are very
less in number, we start buckets from the year 1995.
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(a) Overall (b) B1 (1995–1999) (c) B2 (2000–2004)
(d) B3 (2005–2009) (e) B4 (2010–2014) (f) B5 (2015–2017)
Fig. 1. Citation flow among three fields of science, Computer Science, Physics, and
Mathematics over the (a) entire time-period, and (b-f) five temporal buckets.
period. In contrast to the previous bucket, the number of citations from PHY
to CS has increased.
B4 (2010-2014): Interestingly, in this time span, we witness a complete shift in
the citation patterns received by the CS papers. In particular, CS seems to have
started receiving citations from MA.
B5 (2015-2017): PHY and MA both seem to be equally citing CS papers in
this span. We posit that this interesting trend could be mostly attributed to
the newly emerging topics like Deep Learning, Machine Learning, Statistical
Natural Language Processing, etc. These topics significantly borrow many ideas
from Mathematics.
Similar to Sankey diagrams, temporal bucket signatures (TBS) [4] present a
novel visualization technique to understand the temporal citation interactions.
TBS refers to a stacked histogram of the relative age of target papers cited in a
Fig. 2. Fraction of citation going from one field to another field over the years.
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source paper. Suppose we collect citation links into fixed-size buckets of temporal
width T (e.g., T = 5 years). We partition the entire article set into these fixed
buckets based on publication year. For each bucket, we compute the fraction of
papers of other buckets that are cited by the papers of the current bucket. As
self-field citations are significantly larger in number, we create TBS for self-field
citations and non self-field citations separately. In the case of self-field citation
TBS, we analyze how papers of the same field in older buckets receive citations
from the current bucket papers. In the case of non self-field citation TBS, we
observe how papers belonging to other fields in older buckets receive citations
from current bucket papers.
Observations: Figure 2 shows proportional citation flow from each field to
other fields in different temporal buckets. CS, in contrast to MA and PHY cites
current bucket papers more than the older bucket papers of its own field (evident
from the higher proportion of the top segment in each temporal bucket). This
observation reconfirms the common intuition that “CS is fast growing field”. In
contrast, CS tends to cite older papers from the other two fields –MA and PHY
(denoted by a lower proportion of top-most segment in each temporal bucket).
MA and PHY predominantly cite older papers of each other and recent papers
from CS.
Next, we identify top 12 subfields of each individual field that received the
highest number of citations between 1995–2017 (the supplementary material5
notes the different subfields). The popularity of subfields seems to be inconsis-
tent at different time-periods. It is observed that several subfields have become
obsolete over the time with a drastic decrease in their incoming citations. For
example, Computation and Language, a subfield of CS, was among top-three
most cited subfields during earlier time-periods (B1–B3), but its popularity
drastically reduced during the later time-periods (B4–B5). In CS, we found no
subfield that always exists in the most cited (top three) list. In case of PHY , two
subfields are always in the most cited list: (i) High Energy Physics - Theory and
(ii) High Energy Physics - Phenomenology. MA witnesses new subfields such as
Group Theory and Representation Theory gaining high popularity whereas old
subfields like Logic and Classical Analysis and ODEs depleting over the time.
Citation flow analysis: Next, we perform an analysis of citation flow from
fields to subfields. We, again, leverage Sankey diagrams for graphic illustration
of the flows. We conduct empirical analysis for the entire time-period along
with different temporal buckets. Figure 3 shows citation flow from each field
to other field’s subfields over the entire time period. CS mostly cites subfields
such as Combinatorics, Probability, and Numerical Analysis fromMA and Quan-
tum Physics and Statistical Mechanics from PHY . Citation inflow from CS to
Quantum Physics is significantly larger than to any other subfield of PHY . Sim-
ilarly, MA mostly cites CS subfields such as Information theory and Learning
and PHY subfields such as Mathematical Physics and High Energy Physics -
Theory. In particular, MA cites Mathematical Physics in a significantly high
proportion (∼51.48%). PHY mainly cites CS subfields like Social and Informa-
5 https://tinyurl.com/yxrhvufy
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(a) CS citing MA subfields (b) MA citing CS subfields (c) PHY citing CS subfields
(d) CS citing PHY subfields(e) MA citing PHY subfields(f) PHY citing MA subfields
Fig. 3. Citation outflow from fields to other field’s subfields over the year range 1995–
2017.
tion Networks, Information Theory, Computer Vision & Pattern Recognition,
Computational Complexity and Learning and MA subfields such as Probability
and Analysis of PDE. The subfield Information Theory in CS remains popular
for both PHY andMA. Similarly,MA’s subfield Probability remains popular for
both CS and PHY . The most interesting outcome here is the growing interest
of PHY and MA in the CS subfield Learning. This possibly indicates that in
recent times mathematicians and physicists have started taking interest in for-
mulating the mathematical foundations of various machine learning techniques
(e.g., theoretical foundations of the deep learning machinery)6.
4 Conclusion and Future Work
We study a large collection of research articles from three different scientific
disciplines – PH, MA, and CS to understand how citation patterns from the core
science fields to applied field have drastically changed. Besides, our work raises
some fundamental questions such as which factors of a subfield are responsible
for gaining citations from other disciplines? Is it related to the development of
that subfield by borrowing ideas from other disciplines or due to the appearance
of a new idea in that subfield that attracts attention from other disciplines?
This can be studied by identifying seminal contributions in that subfield and its
relation to the significant ideas of other subfields which are cited by the original
subfield.
6 Please see supplementary material: https://tinyurl.com/yxrhvufy, for more re-
sults.
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